Following a series of deadly domestic terrorist attacks in 2003, the government of Saudi Arabia began an ambitious and wide-ranging counter-terrorism effort. In addition to traditional security and law enforcement efforts to kill and capture terrorists, a parallel strategy was launched to combat the ideological justifications for violent extremism within the kingdom. This ‘soft’ counter-terrorism strategy is made up of three components: prevention programmes to deter people from getting involved with violent extremism, rehabilitation programmes designed to encourage supporters and sympathisers to renounce violence, and aftercare programmes to prevent recidivism and to reintegrate people back into Saudi society.

This paper will provide an overview of the Saudi programme to rehabilitate and disengage Islamist extremists and militants, and explain its objectives and mechanics. It will also provide an initial background on programme participants, in an attempt to illuminate who goes through religious rehabilitation, and suggest why these efforts are working.

One of the keys to the programme’s success is the extensive social support given to a detainee and his family

This strategy has perhaps become best known for its counseling programme which seeks to encourage Saudi security detainees to repent and repudiate extremist ideologies. Through intensive religious debate and psychological counseling, religious scholars work to demonstrate to participants that they have been following corrupted interpretations of Islam. After proving that they had deviated from proper Islamic doctrine, the counselors then teach the state-endorsed interpretation of Islam.

The objective of the programme is to de-radicalise and demobilise individuals and to encourage extremists to renounce ‘terrorist ideologies’, especially the doctrine of takfir. Some important notes on the programme: detained security offenders – regardless of their individual offenses – are invited to participate in the rehabilitation process. Once the process is completed, those determined to have renounced their former beliefs are eligible to be released from custody. Ministry of Interior officials stress, however, that individuals who have ‘blood on their hands’ and who complete the rehabilitation programme still will not be released early. Furthermore, individuals that have gone before a judge and been sentenced are not eligible for release until they have finished their sentence. Finally, even after completion of the programme, if the authorities have reason to believe that an individual will reoffend, then they simply will not release them.

One of the keys to the programme’s success is the extensive social support given to a detainee and his family, intended to offset hardship and short-circuit further radicalisation within a family. In a combination of coercion and co-optation, Saudi authorities use traditional cultural factors such as honour, family hierarchies and powerful social obligations to prevent recidivism.
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Of the roughly 1,400 programme participants who have renounced their beliefs through this programme and been released, only thirty-five have been rearrested on security offenses. That is about a 2 per cent recidivism rate. As of last November, under a parallel programme to reintegrate Guantanamo returnees, approximately 117 individuals have been repatriated and none have reoffended.1 Unlike in other countries, repatriated Saudis do not seem to return to the battlefield.

Background
The government of Saudi Arabia views the struggle against violent extremism as part of a ‘war of ideas’ centered upon issues of legitimacy, authority and what is permitted in Islam. To achieve victory, the government strives to cast extremists as illegitimate for having perverted true Islam. The government frames the issue as centring on notions of authority and understanding of religious doctrine, and it argues that extremists lack both. It was an evil ideology, the government asserts, that misled the extremists, many of whom it considers to be well intentioned men responsible for determining what is permitted in Islam. To achieve victory, the government strives to cast radicals as illegitimate for having ‘misinterpretations of correct doctrine’, and thus are driven to help guide young men back to the correct path, according to officials.

The government strives to cast extremists as illegitimate for having perverted true Islam

The Psychological and Social Subcommittee is comprised of around fifty psychologists, psychiatrists, social scientists and researchers. They play a key role during the counseling process as they are responsible for evaluating a prisoner’s social status, diagnosing any psychological problems and assessing the prisoner’s status and compliance. During the counseling and dialogue process, members of this subcommittee will participate in some of the sessions, in particular the long study sessions. Social scientists and psychologists continually interact with detainees and are therefore able to assess their development and status during the programme. This provides vital insights into how an individual participant is progressing. Moreover, this subcommittee also evaluates detainees’ participation in an attempt to determine whether or not the rehabilitation is genuine. Because many of the counselors live with or spend considerable periods of time with the detainees, they get to know them quite well. It is said that this, in combination with the regular psychological and sociological testing and other evaluation methods, helps reduce the number of opportunistic or insincere revisions.

This subcommittee is also responsible for determining what support the prisoner and his family may need after release. In doing so, the Advisory Committee seeks to offset physical hardships that often arise when a family member is arrested. More importantly, this is also done to preempt the radicalisation of other family members.

The Security Subcommittee performs several functions, although for research...
purposes many details of their work remain as yet unknown. The most important function of the Security Subcommittee is to evaluate prisoners for security risks and then make release recommendations based upon the input provided by the Religious Subcommittee and the Psychological and Social Subcommittee. This subcommittee also advises prisoners on how to behave upon release, and makes suggestions on what detainees can do to best avoid future run-ins with the authorities. Central to the work of this subcommittee is monitoring detainees once they leave prison. Upon release programme graduates are told that they will be monitored, and that their continued freedom is dependent upon their staying away from their old associates and habits. Detainees are told that they will be monitored in very obvious ways and in a much more covert manner. They are advised of who they can associate with once they leave prison, and it is understood that they are required to regularly check-in with the subcommittee.

**Essential to victory is the defeat of the ideological infrastructure that supports and nurtures political violence**

The Media Subcommittee produces materials used in the programme and also makes other educational materials for use in prevention programmes in schools and mosques. This subcommittee is focused on outreach and education, and primarily on targeting young Saudi men. Towards this end, the subcommittee has done extensive research in order to determine what the best means of delivering this message is. Accordingly, they studied the internet, radio, television and print media, and through their research they determined that the most efficient way to reach their target audience was through jumu’ah prayers. As such, much of the committee’s work is conveyed to the public through mosques and events like lectures and study circles held at mosques.

**The Counseling Process**

When members of the Advisory Committee initially sit with a prisoner, one of the first things that they stress is that they are not employees of the Ministry of Interior or associated with the security forces. Rather they explain that they are independent and righteous scholars. Before the government adopted this technique, it was not uncommon for families to ask clerics and scholars to visit their family members in jail and talk with them about their behaviour.

According to several committee members, initial meetings between counselors and detainees did not go well. At first detainees would refuse to meet with clerics. According to Sheikh Ali Al-Nafisah, the detainees ‘would not salute or shake hands with members of the committee, because they believed that these members were aides of infidels’. This situation has slowly changed, and meetings are now described as being held in a ‘warm and respectful’ environment. As word of the programme began to spread, there was initially a sizable backlash from extremists who would denounce the committee. The rehabilitation programme was called a sham, and the militant community accused anyone that had gone through the programme of being a government spy. Detainees themselves at first thought that the programme was merely another form of interrogation. However, the head of the Interior Ministry’s Guidance and Awareness Department has affirmed that ‘the counseling process has nothing to do with the interrogation of those detained for security reasons’.11

In their first meeting, committee members will simply listen to the prisoner. They ask them about what they did, why they did it, and the circumstances that brought them to be in prison. Throughout the process, the scholars engage prisoners in discussions about their beliefs, and then attempt to persuade them that their religious justification for their actions is wrong and based upon a corrupted understanding of Islam. First the committee demonstrates how what the prisoners were tricked into believing was false, and then they set to teach them the proper state-approved interpretation of Islam. Sheikh Abdel Mohsin Al-Obayykan has described the process as follows: ‘The advice is given through discussion sessions in a suitable place. The prisoner is asked to express all the suspicions he has and the evidence on which he relies, and then these are discussed with him, and he is introduced to the truth and to the meaning of this evidence’.12

Initial sessions, especially those held in prison, are conducted one-on-one. These can be both formal and informal discussions, as much of the counseling process depends on the two individuals involved. Later on, especially once a detainee has moved to the Care Rehabilitation Center (a residential ‘halfway’ house-like facility), sessions do not just take the form of religious lectures. Discussions and dialogues are encouraged. While some counseling sessions take place in classrooms, others occur in very informal settings, oftentimes involving very subtle negotiations and dialogue about everyday affairs. However, all the while the committee staff is evaluating programme participants.

The Advisory Committee runs two programmes. The first are short sessions, which typically run about two hours. While some prisoners recant their beliefs after a single session, typically a prisoner would go through several of these. These sessions are most commonly used with individuals who are looking for a way out, and their success should be considered atypical. The others are called ‘Long Study Sessions’. These are six-week courses for up to twenty students led by two clerics and social scientist. Ten subjects are covered over the six weeks, including instruction in such topics as takfir, walaah (loyalty) and bayat (allegiance), terrorism, the legal rules for jihad and psychological courses on self-esteem. Instruction is also given on the concepts of ‘faith, leadership, and community’, as well as guidance on how to ‘avoid misleading, delusional books’.
The important role of scholars in Islamic jurisprudence is stressed, and detainees are also taught about sedition and the sanctity of blood in Islam. The study of so-called ideological topics, such as ‘loyalty to Muslims’, and enmity (against non-believers), the illicitness of supporting non-believers and the need to throw them out of the Arabian Peninsula, and others, in an effort to rectify incorrect religious understandings is essential. At the end of the course, an exam is given; those that pass the exam move to the next stage of the process (including possible release), those that do not pass, repeat the course.

Programme Demographics

Extensive research has been done to examine the demographic backgrounds of rehabilitation programme participants. Two major research studies have been completed by the Advisory Committee, one focusing on domestically active yet non-violent offenders and another examining violent terrorism suspects. The first study focused on individuals that had been active within the kingdom up to 2004; this study included 639 subjects, none of whom were engaged in political violence domestically but may have participated in violence abroad. The second study included sixty subjects who had participated in terrorism within Saudi Arabia up to 2006. According to the committee’s findings, the vast majority of detainees who have successfully participated in the rehabilitation programme did not have a proper religious education during their childhood.

Members of the Advisory Committee argue that because these individuals did not correctly learn the tenets of their faith originally, they were susceptible to extremist propaganda. Therefore, the Counseling Programme seeks to remove detainees’ misunderstandings of Islam and to reintroduce and reinforce the official state version of the faith. This is done through a complex process of religious dialogue and instruction, psychological counseling, and extensive social support.

Participants in the first study were typically young (usually in their twenties), from large, lower- or middle-class families (with seven to fifteen siblings) and their parents typically had limited educations. They came from large urban areas throughout the kingdom. This generally tracks with what is known of the backgrounds of those individuals who participated in the Al-Qa’ida in the Arabian Peninsula (QAP) campaign. Only a small number were determined to have come from more affluent families (3 per cent). As with their families, programme participants tend to be from the same social strata, the lower and middle classes. Most were students, although some were employed in lower or middle income jobs; only 6 per cent were employed in so-called high-level, white collar positions. Interestingly, and contrary to assumption, it was found that only a very small minority (5 per cent) were employed in so-called religious professions, such as prayer leaders or as members of the Commission for the Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of Vice.

It was found that roughly one-third of the study participants had gone abroad to participate in jihad, primarily to Afghanistan, Somalia, or Chechnya. It is currently unclear to what extent these individuals actually engaged in combat abroad, as opposed to undergoing paramilitary training or simply traveling to or participating in support of activities in foreign theatres of jihad.

Two very interesting trends emerge from the data. First, it found that one-quarter of the 639 programme participants had prior criminal histories. Of those, approximately half had been arrested for drug offences. This tracks with an increasing recognition within Saudi Arabia and throughout the Muslim world of the dangers posed by prison radicalisation. The second fact to emerge had to do with their knowledge of religious matters. According to programme officials, many of the detainees in the programme knew relatively little about Islam, and it was their desire to become more religious that led them into contact with the extremists who propagated a corrupted understanding of Islam. Most of the programme participants had an incomplete understanding of Islam. This is a critical point to note, and one that Saudi officials cite for the relative successes of the rehabilitation programme to date. The Advisory Committee’s research showed that most detainees did not complete much formal education or proper religious instruction. Moreover, the majority of security offenders in the kingdom have been radicalised through a now well known path: extremist books, tapes, videos and, more recently, the Internet. According to one report, one of the more popular texts among programme participants (before rehabilitation) is Abu Muhammed Al-Maqdisi, author of Clear Evidence of the Infidel Nature of the Saudi State, a publication obviously banned in the kingdom.

While some counseling sessions take place in classrooms, others occur in very informal settings, oftentimes involving very subtle negotiations and dialogue about everyday affairs.

The second study – which focused on individuals who had allegedly participated in violence within Saudi Arabia – revealed an equally interesting set of factors. Most significantly, the data shows greater domestic problems and troubled home lives for this group. Approximately half came from homes with a father over the age of fifty, and one-quarter (26 per cent) came from polygamous households. Saudi authorities stress that they believe there is a correlation between individuals who receive lesser attention in the home due to a father’s need to share his attention on other domestic matters and trouble later in life. Similarly, over a third (35 per cent) of the second study subjects came from homes with ‘family problems’ and one-fifth were identified as orphans with
Understanding the Saudi rehabilitation programme is important for several reasons. As the Saudi effort is the best funded and longest continually with authorities. In August 2005 Aufi was killed by security forces. These figures are emblematic of military operations against the state, many of whose writings have appeared as independent tracts and in online publications such as Sawt Al-Jihad.

There are also noticeable differences in the motivation of both groups. Muslim grievances and sympathies with symbols of Muslim oppression frequently figure in the motivation of all groups. For the first group, the motivational factors included consuming audio and video recordings, the militant awakening that took place in the kingdom and the influences of shaykhs and friends. The second group, however, was found to have been driven much more by immediate paramilitary concerns, including a drive to expel American and allied forces; a desire to seek revenge against the security services and the perceived hegemony of Western forces (US and UK); aspiration to advance the cause in Iraq – through both fundraising and deeds; and a wish to develop military and operational skills.

Conclusion
There is increasing recognition that counter-radicalisation and disengagement programmes for Islamist extremists and militants hold great potential. Similar programmes to counter-radicalise Islamist extremists have been adopted in numerous countries including Egypt, Yemen, Algeria, Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia, and many others have plans to start programmes. The US military has employed comparable tactics in Iraq with insurgent detainees, a move that has been credited in part with curbing recidivism. To be sure, such programmes will not work universally, and there will always be hardcore extremists that are beyond rehabilitation. However, reaching the others – the uncommitted, the curious and those on the fence – is vital. Another critical aspect comes from preventing logistical and support personnel from becoming active in terrorist violence.

Understanding the Saudi rehabilitation programme is important for several reasons. As the Saudi effort is the best funded and longest continually
run programme, it has become a de facto model for other countries seeking to implement a counter-radicalisation programme. This includes Western partners such as the UK who are reportedly looking at the Saudi programme for transferable applications. Moreover, the growth of these programmes is recognition that modern violent Islamist extremism cannot be defeated solely through traditional hard security measures.
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